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FREMANTLE PRISON TUNNELS TOURS 
Statement by Minister for Heritage 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn - Minister for Heritage) [12.20 pm]:  I rise to inform the house of a new 
attraction in Western Australia that has been attracting great crowds and much publicity in recent times.  One 
cannot seem to turn on the television without seeing either Postcards WA or Getaway make reference to the 
tunnels tours at the Fremantle Prison.  This new attraction is indeed an extreme heritage experience and is 
certainly a world first, located right here in WA. 

The Fremantle Prison tunnels tours project was completed earlier this year.  On May 21, as Minister for Housing 
and Works and Minister for Heritage, I had great pleasure in opening the facility.  Since that time, no fewer than 
3 000 people have taken the tunnels tours, which is about 230 people a week.  So far, the numbers keep going 
up. 

As members may be aware, the first convicts were the labour force for the Swan River Colony.  One of their first 
projects was to construct their own prison - the Convict Establishment - which later became known as Fremantle 
Prison.  The tunnels tours idea stemmed from the fact that in 1894, prisoners completed construction of a one-
kilometre labyrinth of tunnels located 20 metres beneath Fremantle Prison.  Water from these tunnels sustained 
thousands of people in the Fremantle area in the late 1800s.  If it had not been for the water that was accessed by 
the convicts, steamships would not have stopped in Fremantle and it would not have become the port city that it 
is today. 

The tunnels tours experience includes getting into a hardhat, slipping into some overalls and locking into a 
ladder system that takes people 20 metres below the depths of Fremantle.  There is also an introductory video 
that includes historical images that have been located during research into the history of the tunnels.  Since 
opening the tunnels, some finetuning of the infrastructure has continued, including the installation of additional 
gates and handrails together with the smoothing of walking surfaces and improvements to lighting.   

Not surprisingly, at the same time that these tours are fast becoming one of the country’s most unique tourist 
experiences, federal colleagues of members opposite have announced that Fremantle Prison is the first Western 
Australian place to be included on the National Heritage List.  I am not denying that Fremantle Prison is a 
national treasure or that it should be lauded.  It is the largest convict-built structure in WA.  Furthermore, it is 
one of the most intact convict establishments in this country.  However, where has the federal government been 
in supporting this national icon?  It has not been anywhere.  It has been missing in action in terms of restoration 
works; it has been nowhere to be seen on the conservation plan; and when it came time to put its hand in its 
pocket for the master plan development, which has taken years to develop and was developed in conjunction 
with many stakeholders, the community was left wanting.  The state government has spent millions of dollars 
over the years on this national treasure, and will continue to work with the prison.  Why?  Because the Gallop 
Labor Government puts its money where its mouth is. 
 


